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ABSTRACT
Many authorization system models include some notion of
obligation. Little attention has been given to user obligations that depend on and a ect authorizations. However, to
be usable, the system must ensure users have the authorizations they need when their obligations must be performed.
Prior work in this area introduced accountability properties
that ensure failure to ful ll obligations is not due to lack of
required authorizations. That work presented inconclusive
and purely theoretical results concerning the feasibility of
maintaining accountability in practice. The results of the
current paper include algorithms and performance analysis
that support the thesis that maintaining accountability in a
reference monitor is reasonable in many applications.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Security and Protection
General Terms
Security, Theory
Keywords
Obligations, RBAC, Policy, Authorization Systems, Accountability
1.

INTRODUCTION
Maintaining security in modern organizations depends on
security procedures being faithfully carried out, both by
computer systems and by humans. Security of computer systems relies on authorization systems to prevent malicious or
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accidental violation of con dentiality and integrity requirements. However, they also rely on human users and administrators performing actions that range broadly, including
tasks such as business functions and administrative operations, and are an obligatory part of the humans' job descriptions. We call these actions user obligations. Most user obligations require corresponding system authorizations. Many
also a ect authorizations, as when an employee is reassigned
to a di erent division, or a new project or business function
is added, and an administrator must adjust authorizations
accordingly. As automated tools seek to provide increasing
support for managing personnel and projects, there is an increasing need for individual tasks to be assigned and coordinated with authorizations, and for supporting automated
techniques. Thus, the management of user obligations that
depend on and a ect authorizations is a signi cant issue for
the eld of computer security. Nowadays, many governmental privacy regulations have some notion of user obligations
which depends on authorization. For instance, the 45 CFR
part 164 HIPAA [12] states that an individual has the right
to request a Covered Entity (CE) (e.g., a hospital) to amend
his private health information (PHI). After this request, the
CE is obliged no later than 60 days to correct the individual's PHI (for doing this, some CE's employee must have
the appropriate permissions) or to provide the individual
the reasons for not amending his PHI.
Work on computer managed obligations goes back several
decades [15,17,18]. Many works focus on policy determination of obligations [1, 6, 7, 9, 16, 21, 26, 27]. Relatively little
work has focused on speci cation of the proper discharge of
obligations [6, 10, 11, 13, 19]. Even less has focused on user
obligations.
Working in the context of user obligations, Irwin et al. [13,
14] were the rst to study obligations that depend on and affect authorizations. They observe that deadlines are needed
for user obligations in order to be able to capture the notion
of violation of obligations1 . Associating a start time as well
as an end time with each obligation, Irwin et al. introduce
properties called strong and weak accountability [13] that
ensure that each obligatory action will be authorized during
its appointed time interval. For a given authorization policy,
Users are unlike machines in that their future behavior cannot be determined, so only safety properties can be enforced,
not liveness properties.
1

accountability is a property of the authorization state and
the obligation pool. Roughly stated, accountability holds if
each obligatory action will be authorized, no matter when in
their associated time intervals all the other obligations are
ful lled. The strong version of accountability requires that
each obligation be authorized throughout its entire time interval. Weak accountability allows an obligation to be unauthorized during part of its time interval, provided that if the
obligated user waits for other obligations to be ful lled, it
is guaranteed that the action will become authorized before
its deadline.
Thus, accountability properties can be viewed as invariants that the system attempts to maintain. To this end, it
may be necessary to prevent discretionary (non-obligatory)
actions being performed if they would disturb accountability2 . This can happen in three ways. (1) An administrative
action can change the current authorization state in a way
that makes an obligated user unable to perform an obligatory action. (2) A discretionary action can cause an obligation to be incurred to perform an action that will not be
authorized. (3) A discretionary action can cause an obligation to be incurred to perform an administrative action that
will change the authorization state in a way that makes an
obligated user unable to perform a subsequent obligation.
The results presented by Irwin et al. were inconclusive
from the standpoint of practicality. They show that when
the authorization system used in the obligation model is
fully abstract, accountability is undecidable. When it is
instantiated with an access control (AC) matrix model, the
problem of determining strong accountability becomes polynomial. However for the algorithm they present, this polynomial has degree 4 in the number of obligations and degree
2 in the policy size. No performance evaluation is provided
to determine the limits of problem size that can be handled.
Moreover, determining weak accountability in the instantiated case remains intractable (co-NP hard) and no decision
procedures are presented.
The results of the current paper support the thesis that
maintaining strong accountability in the reference monitor
is reasonable in most applications, and that in many, even
weak accountability can be supported adequately.
In this paper we instantiate the authorization portion of
the obligation model of Irwin with a previously studied administrative role-based access control model [22, 23] called
mini-ARBAC [24]. Using mini-ARBAC instead of the AC
matrix simpli es the problem of determining accountability,
largely because obligatory actions are limited to making at
most one change to the authorization state per action. The
rst contribution is an algorithm that determines strong
accountability of a set of pending obligations under this instantiated model. This algorithm has complexity that is
n2 log n times the policy size, in which n is the number of
pending obligations. The empirical evaluation that we have
conducted indicates that the algorithm runs in less than
1~10th seconds, even for very large policies and obligation
2

In many cases it will be necessary to enable users (especially administrators) to force discretionary actions to be performed, even
when doing so violates accountability. Also, since it is impossible to ensure that users will ful ll their obligations, accountability guarantees obligatory actions will be authorized only under
the assumption that other obligations on which they depend are
faithfully discharged. Issues such as how to restore accountability
when it becomes violated remain open. Section 2.4 discusses these
and other topics that place the current contribution in context.
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sets, when the algorithm is used in an incremental fashion
to determine whether a single obligation can be added to an
accountable obligation pool. This result supports the thesis
stated above.
Interestingly, weak accountability remains theoretically
intractable, even with the simpli cation of administrative
actions that can be obligatory. Our second contribution
is the result that the problem is co-NP complete in the simpli ed model, and remains so when only one policy rule enables each action and the condition expressed by that rule is
purely conjunctive. (Both positive and negative role memberships can be tested, however.)
We also study the question whether in practice weak accountability can be decided despite the problem's theoretical intractability. We explore two approaches, one that designs an algorithm speci cally to solve this problem, and
one that uses model checking. Design, speci cation, optimization, prototypes, and empirical evaluation of these
techniques form the third contribution of this paper. Our
empirical evaluation of these techniques indicate that they
are e ective in many cases for obligation sets and policies
of moderate size, and that there are cases in which each
one outperforms the other. In short, the special-purpose
algorithm can handle larger problem instances (more obligations, users, roles, and policy rules), provided interdependent obligations do not overlap too much, while the model
checker is much better able to deal with the many possible
interleavings of overlapping obligations.
Our recapitulation of Irwin's obligation system and accountability de nitions makes some improvements on the
original. The most signi cant of these is that we formalize
the scheduling of obligations in terms of traces (sequences of
states and actions), rather than by assigning times at which
actions are performed. Assigning times raises the issue of
two actions being scheduled at the same time. Since actions
must be atomic, Irwin et al. introduced a xed, arbitrary order on actions that de nes the order in which actions scheduled for the same time are performed. Not only does this
make the presentation cumbersome. This order can actually
a ect whether a given obligation pool is accountable. In the
current formulation, time is used only to de ne the relative
order in which obligations may be carried out. This is our
fourth contribution.
Section 2 provides background necessary to understand
our contributions. Section 3 presents our algorithm for determining strong accountability. Section 4 presents our complexity result for weak accountability with the mini-ARBAC
authorization system, as well as our techniques for determining weak accountability: the special-purpose algorithm, including a very powerful optimization, and the model checking approach. Section 5 presents an empirical evaluation
of all these techniques. Section 6 discusses related work.
Section 7 discusses future work and concludes.

2. BACKGROUND
This section reviews mini-ARBAC. It then de nes the
obligation system model and accountability properties, both
of which are abstract with respect to the authorization system. It puts our contributions in context with respect to development of obligation systems in which obligations depend
on and a ect authorizations. It concludes by showing how
to instantiate the obligation system with the mini-ARBAC
authorization system, and by giving an example obligation

system that uses a mini-ARBAC authorization policy.
2.1 mini-ARBAC
The widely studied ARBAC97 model [23] has been simplied somewhat by Sasturkar et al. for the purpose of studying policy analysis, forming a family of languages called
mini-ARBAC [24]. The member of the family that we use
supports administrative actions that modify user-role assignments, but does not consider role hierarchies, sessions,
changes to permission-role assignments, or role administration operations, such as creation or deletion of roles. Constraints can be placed on the current role memberships of
users that are candidates for assignment to new roles; other
constraints are not supported. The model does not distinguish general and administrative roles. The presentation of
mini-ARBAC here is based on the one given by Sasturkar et
al. [24]. An example mini-ARBAC policy is presented in
table 1.
We use mini-ARBAC in this study in part because of its
relationship with RBAC, an access control model that has
gained wide acceptance in many sectors. Previous work [13]
in accountability analyzed obligations in the context of the
AC matrix model. It is interesting and useful investigate
issues that arise in integrating the user obligation systems
with another popular authorization system. It turns out
that mini-ARBAC is simpler than the AC matrix model,
because administrative operations are more restricted. In
the AC matrix model, individual administrative actions can
make multiple changes to the access control state, whereas
in mini-ARBAC, actions can change only one permission or
role assignment at a time. Moreover, the impact of those
changes are simpler, as authorization depends on individual
role memberships, rather than on a combination of matrix
entries. As we shall see, this simpli cation has a bene cial
impact on the complexity of deciding strong accountability.
The algorithms we present in sections 3 and 4 support obligations that make administrative changes to the user-role
assignment. In section 3.3, we discuss the applicability of
our strong accountability algorithm to other administrative
changes in mini-ARBAC, ARBAC with role hierarchies, and
to the AC matrix model.
Definition 1
(mini-ARBAC model:). A miniARBAC model is a tuple `U ; R ; P; UA; PA; CA; CR e where:
Y

Y

Y

Y

U ; R and P are the nite sets of users, roles and permissions respectively, where a permission  > P is a

pair `action; objecte . Note that we allow the use of
wildcards(*) in the expression of permissions to denote
collections of permission pairs.
UA b U R is a set of user-role pairs. Each `u; re > UA
indicates that user u is a member of role r.
PA b R P is a set of permission-role pairs. If `r; e >
PA, users in role r are granted the permission .
CA b R C R is a set of the can assign rules, in
which C is the set of preconditions, the structure of
which is discussed presently. Each `ra ; c; rt e > CA
indicates that users in role ra are authorized to assign
a user to the target role rt , provided the target user's
current role memberships satisfy precondition c. A
precondition is a conjunction of positive and negative
roles. Target user ut satis es c in (written ut à c)
if for each literal l in c, ut à l, which is de ned by
u à r  `u; re > :UA and u à r  `u; re ¶ :UA. So
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U
R

=
=

P

=

UA

=

PA

=

CA

=

CR

=

Joan,

Carl, Alice, Bob, Eve
developer, blackBoxTester
securityManager
`develop, sourceCodee;
` test, softwaree; ` assignProjObl, *e
`Joan, securityManagere; `Alice, developere;
`Bob, blackBoxTestere; ` Eve, projectManagere
`developer, `develop, sourceCodeee;
`projectManager, `assignProjObl, *ee;
`blackBoxTester, `test, softwareee
` securityManager,
blackBoxTester, Developere;
` securityManager, developer, blackBoxTestere
` securityManager, blackBoxTestere
projectManager,

Table 1: An example mini-ARBAC policy, , for a
software development life cycle.

Y

the action grant (ua ,rt ,ut ) is authorized if there exists
`ra ; c; rt e > CA such that ua à ra and ut à c.
CR b R R is a set of can revoke rules. Each `ra ; rt e >
CR indicates that a user belonging to the (administrative) role ra has the capability to revoke the role
rt from any target user (i.e., there exists `ra ; rt e > CR
such that ua à ra ). There are no constraints on revocation based on the other roles held by the target
user. Our treatments in later sections can be easily
extended to accommodate them, however.


2.2 Obligations
This section presents an abstract meta-model that encompasses the basic constructs of an authorization system that
supports obligations. Our presentation in this section is derived from that of Irwin et al. [13]. An obligation system
consists of the following components:
U : a universe of users.
O: a universe of objects with U b O.
A: a nite set of actions that can be initiated by users.
The structure of actions is given just below.
T : a countable set of time values.
B U A O T T : the universe of obligations
users can incur. Given b `u; a; oÑ; start; ende > B, b:u
denotes the obligated user, b:a the action the user must
perform, b:oÑ the nite sequence of zero or more objects
that are parameters to the action, and b:start and b:end
the start and end times of the interval during which the
action must be performed3 . A well formed obligation
b satis es b:start @ b:end.
User-initiated actions are events from the point of view
of our system. We denote the universe of events that
correspond to nonobligatory, discretionary actions by:
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y









D U A O




We denote the universe of all events, obligatory and
discretionary, by E = D B.
fully abstract representation of authorization state
(e.g., AC matrix, UA).
8

Y



3
Throughout, we refer to components of structured objects such
as b with notation such as b:oÑ.

Y

Y

S FP U  4 FP O T

FP B : the set of
system states . We use s `U; O; t; ; B e to denote
system states. U is the nite set of users currently in
the system, O, the nite set of objects, t, the current
time, B , the set of pending obligations, and > .
P : a xed set of policy rules. A policy rule p >P has
the form p au; oÑ  condu; oÑ; a Fobl s; u; oÑ, in
which a > A (which means `u; a; oÑe > E ) and cond is a
predicate that must be satis ed by u; oÑ; a (denoted
à condu; oÑ; a) in the current authorization state
when the rule is used to authorize the action. Fobl is
an obligation function, which returns a nite set B ` B
of obligations incurred (by u or by others) when the
action is performed under this rule.










Each action a denotes a higher order function of type
FP U  FP O 

FP U  FP O 
.
When, in state s, user u > s:U performs action a on the objects oÑ > s:O , au; oÑs:U; s:O; s:  returns `s :U; s :O; s : e
for the new state s . Thus, actions can introduce new users
and objects, have side e ects, and change the authorization
state. Note that in general performing an action also introduces new obligations; these depend on the policy rule used,
as well as on the action, and are handled in De nition 2 below.
A trace  > ! is an in nite5 sequence of elements of
 S E P . We use e > E to range over both obligatory
and discretionary events. For i C 0, each element i of a
trace  has the form i `si ; ei ; pi e, where pi is the policy
rule according to which the action ei is performed to arrive
at si1 .
Each trace element must follow from its predecessor according to the e ect of the corresponding action, which is
e ;p
denoted by si Ði i si1 for i C 0, and is de ned as follows.

U O 

















(Transition relation). The relation
e;p
b S  E  S  P is de ned by s Ð s if and only if
the policy rule p au; oÑ  condu; oÑ; a  Fobl s; u; oÑ > P
satis es a e:a, and s `U  ; O ; t ;  ; B  e satis es

Ð

Definition 2

s:

à condu; oÑ; a

Example 3
(Accountability). Using the mini-ARBAC
policy presented in table 1, let us assume we have two pending obligations b1 and b2 de ned as follows:
 b1 Joan must grant developer role to Carl in
time 7; 9
 b2 Carl must develop sourceCode in time 5; 20




The example obligation system is weakly accountable, but
not strongly accountable. It is not strongly accountable as
obligation b2 is not authorized before time 7 and is not guaranteed to be authorized until time 9: initially Carl does not
have the role developer (table 1) and Joan may not grant
him the role until time 9. On the other hand, the system is
weakly accountable because obligation b1 can be ful lled any
time in its time interval, since Joan already has the role of
security manager and Carl satis es the CA rule constraints,
and b2 can be ful lled anytime after time 9.
Let us now formalize the accountability properties. As we
discuss further in the next section, our treatment here ignores the possibility of \cascading" obligations. Speci cally,
we assume that actions that can cause new obligations to
be incurred are disjoint from actions that can be obligatory.
Space considerations prevent a more general treatment here,
though such a treatment is planned to be presented in the
very near future, along with techniques for handling such
systems.
Given a set of obligations B , a schedule of B is a sequence
bi 0BiBn that enumerates B , for n SB S 1. Given a schedule
bi 0BiBn , for any k > 0::n, we write b0::k for bi 0BiBk . In
this case, we call b0::k a pre x of b0::n ; when k @ n, we say
the pre x is proper. A schedule of B is valid if  i; j :0 B
i @ j B n bi :start B bj :end. This prevents scheduling bi
before bj if bj :end @ bi :start. Given an authorization state
s0 , and a policy P , a schedule b0::n for s:B is authorized
by policy-rule sequence p0::n b P and yields sn1 (denoted
`b;pe0::n
s0 Ð
sn1 ) if each obligation in it is authorized by the
corresponding policy rule when it occurs. Assume we are
given b1::k , an initial state s0 and k > 0::n (Note: b10
`b;pe
denotes the empty sequence ). We denote by s0 Ð 1::k sk
bn1 ;pn1
b1 ;p1
b0 ;p0
s1 Ð :::
Ð
the assertion  s1 ; s2 ; ::: ; sn :s0 Ð
bn ;pn
sn Ð sn1 .


¦

e:u > s :U and e:oÑ > s :O

 ; O ;  e au; oÑs :U; s :O; s : 


Ñ, if e > B
s :B e Fobl s ; e:u; e:o
B   

s :B Fobl s ; e:u; e:oÑ, otherwise

`U



provided that if the obligated user waits for other obligations
to be ful lled, it is guaranteed that the action will become
authorized before its deadline. More formally, as we consider schedules according to which users may attempt their
obligations, weak accountability allows us to ignore those
schedules in which an obligatory action is unauthorized if
other obligations scheduled to come after it have earlier end
times. Weak accountability is violated if some schedule attempts an unauthorized, obligatory action after all obligations with earlier deadlines have been performed.

8

8

2.3 Accountability Properties
In this section, we present a reformulation of the de nitions of strong and weak accountability [13]. Accountability properties are de ned in terms of hypothetical schedules
according to which the given pool of obligations could be
executed, starting in the given state. Strong accountability
requires that each obligation be authorized throughout its
entire time interval, no matter when during their intervals
the other obligations are scheduled, and no matter which
policy rules are used to authorize them.
On the other hand, weak accountability allows an obligation to be unauthorized during part of its time interval,
4
We use FP X  X ` X SX is nite to denote the set of nite

subsets of the given set.
5
We use the standard convention of denoting by ! the least in nite ordinal number.
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§

Definition 4
(Strong accountability). Given
a
state s0 > S and a policy P , we say that s0 is strongly accountable if for every valid schedule, b0::n , and every proper
pre x of it, b0::k , for every policy-rule sequence p0::k b P
`b;pe
and state sk1 such that s0 Ð 0::k sk1 , there exists a policy
b 1 ;pk1
rule pk1 and a state sk2 such that sk1 kÐ
sk2 .
Given a schedule b0::n , a proper pre x b0::k is a critical
pre x if for all j such that k 1 @ j B n, bk1 :end B bj :end.


Weak accountability requires much the same thing as strong
accountability, but only for critical pre xes.

Definition 5

s0 > S and a policy

(Weak accountability).

Given a state

P , we say that s0 is weakly accountable
if for every valid schedule, b0::n , and every critical pre x of
it, b0::k , for every policy-rule sequence p0::k b P and state
b;p 0::k
sk1 such that s0 Ð
sk1 , there exists a policy rule pk1
b 1 ;pk1
and a state sk2 such that sk1 kÐ
sk2 .
`

e

2.4 Context of Current Contribution
There are many research issues that must be addressed
by any system that manages obligations that interact with
authorization. This section summarizes many of them in an
e ort to place the issues addressed here in context.
As mentioned in the introduction, the ideal of preserving
accountability as a system invariant cannot be achieved, as
users may fail to ful ll their obligations. Furthermore, it
may be necessary to revoke a user's authorization to ful ll
their obligations, as when a user leaves an organization or
is transfered to a di erent position. Tools are needed that
enable administrators and other authorities to remove or reassign obligations, or to add new obligations that replace old
ones in a manner that authorizes ful llment of new or existing dependent obligations. These may include tools that analyze dependencies among existing obligations or that propose plans whereby accountability could be maintained or
restored. While important research issue, the design of such
tools are not within the current scope, and will be addressed
separately.
Irwin et al. showed that when the obligation model studied here is instantiated with the access control matrix model
of authorization, it is possible to develop a polynomial time
algorithm for determining strong accountability. To accomplish this, they made an additional assumption, which we
also make. Speci cally, it is helpful to prevent cascading
obligations, by which we mean obligatory actions that cause
additional obligations to be incurred. Several issues complicate handling such situations. For example, di erent policy
rules can cause di erent obligations to be incurred, making
it dicult to reason about the future state of the obligation
pool. Also, the time intervals of the new obligations depend
on the time at which the action is performed that causes
them to be incurred, making it dicult to reason about
when the new obligations must be authorized. To simplify
matters, we follow Irwin et al. in partitioning actions into
those that can be obligatory, which cannot themselves cause
new obligations to be incurred, and those actions that are
purely discretionary, which can.
Admittedly, this is a strong assumption, and one that we
intend to investigate relaxing in the future. Doing so is a rich
research problem unto itself. It seems highly unlikely that
permitting arbitrary cascading of obligations would lead to
a tractable accountability decision problem. Several models
might be explored to permit a more restricted notion, however. For instance, the length of cascading chains might be
bounded, say, by establishing a partial order on actions, and
requiring that obligatory actions incurred must be strictly
dominated by the actions that cause them to be incurred.
Recurring obligations [19] also provide a form of expressive
power that is related to a restricted form of cascading.
There are other issues as well. For instance, since our vision is to incorporate accountability checks into a reference
monitor, what happens when di erent policy rules for the
same action cause di erent obligations to be incurred. Certainly, if one rule leads to an accountable obligation pool,
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and the other does not, one would expect the former rule
to be used. When both rules lead to accountability, the
appropriate course of action seems to be application dependent. In some cases, it may be appropriate to let the user
requesting the action make the decision. When this is inappropriate, for example, due to performance issues, a range
of policy-driven alternatives present themselves.
We are interested in exploring these and other problems.
However, the most urgent research question at this juncture
is whether either strong or weak accountability can be decided fast enough to make such systems potentially viable.
In this paper, we show that when the authorization system
is mini-ARBAC, strong accountability can be decided very
quickly even for large problem instances. Perhaps more surprisingly, we show that for a very large collection of mediumsize problem instances, weak accountability can be decided
with a speed that would be adequate for many applications.

2.5 Concrete Model Using mini-ARBAC
In this section, we instantiate the obligation system of
Irwin et al., summarized above in section 2.2, to use miniARBAC as the authorization model. We also present an
example of an obligation-system policy that uses a miniARBAC policy.
In the instantiated, concrete model we introduce here, O
is a set of objects with U R b O, in which R is the set of roles
and U is the set of users of the system. The nite set of actions A comprises two di erent types of actions, administrative actions (e.g., grant and revoke ) and non-administrative
actions (e.g., read, write, etc.). An event e is a tuple `u; a; oÑe
in which u is the user performing the action, a is the action (i.e., grant, revoke, read, etc.), oÑ is a tuple of objects,
the subtype of which depends on the action. For instance,
oÑ `rt ; ut e when a is an administrative action, and oÑ may be
`book e when a is the non-administrative action (e.g., read ).
In the concrete model, we use a mini-ARBAC policy
`P; R ; UA; PA; CA; CR e. We instantiate the set of permissions P by assuming P b A O , the set of action, objecttuple pairs. We omit U because it occurs elsewhere in the
obligation-system state s. In our context, the policy is
modi ed dynamically: the techniques we introduce in later
sections for determining accountability support administrative changes to UA. The set of obligation-system policy
rules P consists of policy rules of the form p au; oÑ 
condu; oÑ; a Fobl s; u; oÑ. The way in which it is determined whether the condition condu; oÑ; a is satis ed in a
given policy state depends on whether a is an administrative action. When a is grant (respectively, revoke), oÑ is a pair
`ut ; rt e and u is attempting to grant role rt to (respectively,
revoke rt from) user ut . In this case u's authorization to do
so is determined by :UA and :CA (respectively, :CR).
When action a is not administrative, u's authorization is
determined by :UA and :PA. Formally, à condu; oÑ; a
is de ned as follows:
8





à condu; oÑ; a  

§r :u; r  >
:UA,
¶ administrative `r; `a; oÑee > :PA,
Ñ `ut ; rt e
¦ut ; rt :a > administrative , o

a grant
§c:`r; c; rt e > :CA , ut à c,
a revoke
`r; rt e > :CR 

a

Note that ut and rt are guaranteed to exist and to be

Algorithm 1 StrongAccountable (

unique.
Example 6
(Obligation System). We use the miniARBAC policy presented in table 1 to illustrate three scenarios that demonstrate how an obligation system can be used
to manage a software development cycle. For simplicity, we
assume all the roles and permissions in this example are associated with a speci c software development project.
In scenario 1, Bob has an obligation to perform black-box
testing of some software. Should the security manager, Joan,
attempt to revoke Bob's black-box tester role, she would be
prevented from doing so. This is because Bob needs the role
to ful ll his obligation, so revoking it would make the system unaccountable. (Of course, in some situations, such as
Bob leaving the company, Joan would have to be able to force
revocation. This requires handling the violation of accountability, and is beyond the scope of the current contribution.)
In scenarios 2 and 3, Eve, the project manager performs
discretionary actions that assign obligations to team members. For this, she uses the action assignP rojObl, which is
governed by the following policy rule in our framework:

ÐÐÐÐÐÐ

 assignP rojOblpm; `oblAction; oblU ser; oblObject;
oblStart; oblEnde pm
projectM anager 
`oblU ser; oblAction; oblObject; oblStart; oblEnde

 ÐÐÐÐÐÐ
à

In scenario 2, Eve creates a new obligation that requires
Alice to perform black-box testing within 1 month. The action Eve performs is given by assignP rojOblEve; `test;
Alice; `sof twaree; 01~01~2010; 02~01~2010e. Eve satis es
Eve à projectM anager, so the authorization system permits her to perform the action. However, the new obligation,
`Alice; test; `sof twaree; 01~01~2010; 02~01~2010e, would
make the system unaccountable, since Alice does not have
the role of black-box tester. So Eve's action is prevented.
In scenario 3, after discovering that Alice does not
have the black-box tester role, Eve attempts to create
a new obligation that obligates Joan to grant Alice the
role of black-box tester. For this, Eve attempts the action, assignP rojOblEve; `Grant; Joan; `blackBoxT ester;
Alicee; 01~01~2010; 02~01~2010e. This would generate
the new obligation `Joan; Grant; `blackBoxT ester; Alicee;
01~01~2010; 02~01~2010e. However, as Alice does not satisfy the conditions required for assignment to this role, Joan
would be unable to ful ll this obligation.

Recall from section 1 that there are three reasons that
a discretionary action may be prevented so as to preserve
accountability. The scenarios above illustrate each of these,
in order. Note that in scenarios 2 and 3, our system alerts
Eve immediately that the tasks she is attempting to assign
cannot be completed, and enables her to revise her plans
accordingly. Without the accountability checks, Eve would
not be alerted to the fact that the obligations cannot be
ful lled until the obligated users attempted the obligatory
actions and were prevented from performing them by the
authorization system.

3. STRONG ACCOUNTABILITY
This section begins by presenting our incremental algorithm for determining whether adding a new obligation to a
strongly accountable obligation pool preserves the property.
It then discusses the complexity of the algorithm, comparing
it with that of the algorithm presented by Irwin et al. A nonincremental version of the algorithm is then discussed. The
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; B; b)
A policy , a strongly accountable obligation set B , and
a new obligation b.
Output: returns true if addition of b to the system preserves
strong accountability.
1: if Authorized ( , B , b)= false then
Input:

2: return false
3: if b:a x grant or revoke then
4: return true
5: After =fb Sb > B , b :endA b:startg
6: B B 8 b
7: for each obligation b >After do
8: if Authorized ( , B , b )=false then
9:
B B  b /* Restore representation of B */
10:
return false
11: return true

algorithms presented here and in the next section are specialized to mini-ARBAC, but can be generalized to support
other models in which user rights are modi ed by administrative actions. As discussed in section 2.4, all our techniques make the assumption that obligatory actions cannot
cause new obligations to be incurred.

3.1 The Algorithm
Algorithm 1 is designed to be used incrementally for maintaining strong accountability. Below, we discuss using it to
determine whether a given set of obligations is strongly accountable. Algorithm 1 takes as input a strongly accountable set of obligations B , a mini-ARBAC policy , and a
new obligation b. It returns true if adding b to B preserves
strong accountability, and false otherwise.
The intuition behind Algorithm 1 is as follows. To determine whether adding b to B preserves strong accountability, the algorithm inspects the current policy and
each obligation b > B that could be performed prior to b
(b > B b :end B b:start) to determine whether b will be authorized during its entire time interval, [b:start, b:end]. The
algorithm uses procedure Authorized (Algorithm 2) for this
purpose. If b:a is an administrative action, the algorithm
also determines whether b interferes with authorizations required by later obligations b (b > B b :end A b:start).
When b:a is not administrative, this is not necessary, as it
does not a ect authorizations.
Because b:u's roles can change during the interval
b:start; b:end, Algorithm 2 must check each subinterval
de ned by start and end points of obligations in B to
check whether the obligatory action is authorized during that period. For this it uses the set subint B ,
which we construct as follows. Let tpi 1BiBw enumerate
timepoints B  in sorted order, in which timepoints B  is
de ned by timepoints  
and timepoints B b 
timepoints B  b:start; b:end. Here, w denotes the size of
the set timepoints B . The set subint B  is now de ned by
subint B   tpi ; tpi1  S 1 B i @ w.
Algorithm 2 uses procedure hasRole (Algorithm 3) to determine whether a user's role memberships conform to requirements for b:a to be authorized. Recall that to be authorized, a grant action grantu; rt ; ut  requires that ut à c,
in which c is given by a can assign rule, `ra ; c; rt e > :CA.
This requires the ability to test that ut is not in certain roles,
as required to satisfy a query such as u à r. Thus hasRole takes a query and the time interval of b, during which
the query should be satis ed. When a pending obligation
,

,

g

8

g

8

; B; u à l; s; e)
A policy , an obligation set B , a query u à l in which
l has either the form r or r, and a time interval [s; e].
Output: Returns true if u à l is guaranteed to hold throughout
the interval [s; e].
1: if l r then /* positive role constraint */
2: if §`u ; revoke; `r; ue; start; ende > B :

Algorithm 2 Authorized (

Algorithm 3 hasRole (

Input:

Input:

; B; b)
A policy , an obligation set B , and an obligation b.
Output: returns true if b is authorized with respect to
:UA
and B

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

`u; grant; `rt ; ut e; start; ende then
¦ s; e > subint B 8 start; end:
overlaps  s ; e ; start; end
(§`ra ; c; rt e > :CA:hasRole ; B; u ra ; s; e
,¦l > c:hasRole ; B; ut l; s; e)
else if b
`u; revoke; `rt ; ut e; start; ende then
return ¦ s; e > subint B 8 start; end:
overlaps  s ; e ; start; end
(§`ra ; rt e > :CR:hasRole ; B; u ra ; s; e)
else /* b
`u; a; `Ñ
oe; start; ende */
return ¦ s; e > subint B 8 start; end:
overlaps  s ; e ; start; end
(§`ra ; `a; oÑee > :PA:
hasRole ; B; u ra ; s; e)
if

b

return

à

à

3:
4:
5:

à

overlap s; e; start; end
if

à

b > B can change whether the query is satis ed during the

time interval of b, b:a is not guaranteed to be authorized
during its full time interval, indicating that strong accountability is not satis ed. Otherwise, the current policy ( :UA)
is investigated to determine whether the query is satis ed
at present. Then the last pending obligation scheduled to
be performed before b that a ects the role membership in
question is found and inspected. The result of hasRole is
then determined on this basis.
The procedure, hasRole , must nd the last grant or revoke
of the given role to the given user. To support this, we use a
modi ed interval search tree, which performs such lookups
in time Olog n, in which n SB S. Using it, the time complexity of hasRole is also Olog n. For each time interval
in subint B b :start; b :end that overlaps b:start; b:end,
Authorized calls hasRole once for each policy rule and once
for each literal in the associated constraint c, making the
time complexity of Authorized Oqmn log n, in which q
is the number of policy rules (q M axSCAS; SCRS; SPAS)
and m is the maximum size of the role constraints in the
can assign rules in CA. In the worst case, in which the
obligatory action is administrative (grant or revoke ), the
main procedure StrongAccountable calls Authorized n times.
This results in an overall worst-case time complexity of
Oqmn2 log n. When the obligation to be added, b, is
non-administrative, the time complexity of StrongAccountable is reduced to Oqmn log n. The memory complexity,
when implemented with a modi ed interval search tree is
OSRS SU S n.

if

§`u ; revoke; `r; ue;

`u; r e

> :UA

then

start; ende > B :end @ s

Select such a tuple so that end is maximized



if §`u ; grant; `r; ue; start ; end e > B :
start A end , end @ s then
return

true

else
return

false

else
return

else
if

true

/* `u; re ¶ :UA */

§`u ; grant; `r; ue; start; ende > B :

@ s then
Select such a tuple so that start is maximized



if §`u ; revoke; `r; ue; start ; end e > B :

end

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

false

then

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

then

return

overlap

return

start; e; start ; end 

then

false

else
return

true

else
return

false

/* l r negative role constraint */
In case of negative role checking (u à l where l
r),
the algorithm follows similar steps, reversing the roles of
\GRANT" and \REVOKE" and reversing the negative
and positive role tests.

else

8



3.2 Non-incremental Version
Algorithm 2 can be used in a non-incremental fashion to
determine whether a given obligation set B is strongly accountable. This is achieved by adding each administrative
obligation to an empty modi ed interval search tree and
then calling Authorized for each obligation b > B to see
whether it is authorized in the context of and B . This
can be done in Oqmn2 log n a log n = Oqmn2 log n, in
which a is the number of obligations to perform administrative actions. (The term a log n is the cost of constructing
the search tree.)


3.3 Generalizing the Authorization Model
Algorithm 1 can be extended to support an authorization model based on an access control matrix (ACM) by
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replacing the notion of roles with the notion of permissions
and changing the structure of the authorization state accordingly. Suppose that we assume that policy conditions
remain purely conjunctive and that each obligatory action
adds or removes at most one right from one cell. These
correspond to assumptions we make in the algorithm presented above for mini-ARBAC. The resulting algorithm for
the ACM model determines whether adding an obligation to
perform an administrative action preserves strong accountability in time Okn2 log n, in which k is the number of
the policy rules. (Note: k  qm.) For adding an obligation to perform a non-administrative action, it makes the
determination in time Okn log n.
These assumptions make the supported form of obligations less expressive than those supported by the algorithm
presented by Irwin et al. That prior algorithm di ers from
this ACM variant of our algorithm by allowing disjunctions
as well as conjunctions in policy-rule conditions and by allowing administrative actions to modify multiple rights in
multiple cells. So the Irwin algorithm supports an obligation
model that is strictly more expressive than that supported
by ours. The Irwin algorithm runs in time Ok2 n4 . The additional expressivity of obligations supported by the Irwin
algorithm explains a factor of Okn in the di erence between the complexities of these algorithms. The remaining
factor of On~ log n arises because we obtain a performance
improvement by using a data structures based on binary interval search tree. Were a similar data structure used in the
Irwin algorithm, this di erence would disappear.
Algorithm 1 and the special-purpose weak accountability

algorithm presented below in section 4.1 can, without modifying the time complexity, be extended to support administrative actions that modify the PA, CA and CR components
of the authorization state.
We believe greater generalization is also possible, for instance, to support ARBAC models that support role hierarchies and in which the role hierarchy can be modi ed.
However, doing so seems likely to increase the algorithm's
complexity by a factor of the number of roles in the system.

4.

WEAK ACCOUNTABILITY
In the previous section, we presented a polynomial time
algorithm for the strong accountability problem. However,
for the weak accountability problem instantiated with miniARBAC, we present the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Given a set of obligations B , a miniARBAC policy , including an initial authorization state
:UA, deciding whether the given system is weakly accountable is co-NP complete.

We have proved this theorem by reducing 3-SAT to the
problem of determining that a given problem instance is not
weakly accountable. (See [4] for the proof details.) This
theorem casts doubt on the feasibility of supporting weak
accountability in practice. To gain insight into the limits
of this feasibility, we evaluate two approaches to determining weak accountability, and nd that they eciently solve
many instances.
The approaches we use are, respectively, an algorithm designed speci cally for this purpose and the general-purpose
technique of model checking. Model checking is a formal
veri cation method for determining whether a FSM model
satis es a temporal logic property.
The special-purpose algorithm explicitly considers all authorized6 critical pre xes of valid schedules and checks
whether the next obligation in the schedule is authorized.
On the other hand, the model checking approach models
the execution of a set of obligations as a nite state machine
(FSM) and checks the accountability property, as speci ed
by a temporal logic formula. We use a symbolic [8] model
checker (viz., Cadence SMV [2]). This approach has the
advantage that, without constructing actual traces, it computes a characterization of states starting from which a trace
can reach a state that violates accountability. An ecient
dynamic programming algorithm avoids considering multiple interleavings of actions when order makes no di erence
to the result.
When the set is not weakly accountable, both methods
generate a counter example. If a given state s0 is not weakly
accountable, then a counter example is an authorized critical
pre x b0::k of a valid schedule such that the next obligation
in the schedule is not authorized.
4.1 Special-Purpose Algorithm for Determining Weak Accountability
In this section, we present an algorithm (see Algorithm 4)
designed speci cally to solve the weak accountability problem. The algorithm takes as input a list of pending obligations B b1 ; : : : ; bn , n SB S, and a mini-ARBAC policy .
6
Given a state s0 and a valid schedule of s0 :B , a critical pre x
b0::k of that schedule is authorized if there exists a policy-rule

sequence p0::k b P and state sk1 satisfying s0

Ð 0::k sk1 .

`b;pe
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It returns true if the list of pending obligations B is weakly
accountable and false otherwise.
As mentioned above, the algorithm investigates all authorized critical pre xes of valid schedules of B and checks
whether the next obligation in the schedule is authorized.
If not, a counter example has been found and is returned.
Otherwise, it returns true, indicating that B is weakly accountable.
The algorithm uses a recursive procedure, solve , to incrementally explore valid schedules in a depth- rst manner.
Each invocation of solve extends a pre x that is known to
be authorized and extensible to at least one valid schedule.
For each obligation that, under the validity constraint, is
a candidate to extend the pre x, the algorithm determines
whether that obligation is authorized in the current authorization state. (The current authorization state is maintained so as to re ect the initial authorization state provided
by and the e ect of obligations already in the pre x.) If
the obligation is authorized, it is appended to the pre x,
the authorization state is updated, and the procedure is invoked recursively to explore further extensions of the pre x.
If it is not authorized, the algorithm determines whether the
obligation's end time is later than that of some other obligation that is not in the current pre x. If so, the obligation is
skipped, as the current pre x is not a critical pre x of schedules in which this obligation comes next. If not, a counter
example has been found; it is reported, and the algorithm
terminates. Unless a counter example has been found, the
algorithm proceeds by examining any remaining candidates
to be added to the current schedule.
The algorithm uses a boolean array executed 1::n to represent the set of obligations that have been successfully incorporated into the current partial schedule.
Recall that a valid schedule must execute b1 before b2
if b1 :end B b2 :start. As solve incrementally constructs a
possible schedule, an obligation is not yet ready to be incorporated if some other unscheduled obligation has to go
before it. On the other hand, an obligation b is ready to
be scheduled if b:start B minTime in which minTime , the
least end time of all unincorporated obligations, is given by
minTime minbi :end S executed i false.
The algorithm assumes that the obligation set is represented by an array B and begins by sorting B by time
interval start time. This supports identifying obligations
that are ready to be scheduled very eciently by a single
index, ready , which is maintained so as to preserve the invariant that ready is the greatest i such that executed i
false bi :start B minTime.
The multi-set of end time points of as yet unscheduled
obligations is implemented by using a balanced binary search
tree T , which supports nding the minimum value, inserting
a new value, and deleting a value, each in Olog n. We
represent :UA by a 2-dimensional array representing its
characteristic function, which enables us to perform lookup,
update and restore operations in constant time.
,

Optimizing the Algorithm

The special-purpose weak accountability algorithm becomes
impractical when the number of overlapping obligations is
greater than about 10. However, in practice, usually the
overlapping obligations are not related directly or indirectly.
Using that intuition, we can optimize the above algorithm
by using a notion called dependence of obligations. The idea

Algorithm 4 WeaklyAccountable (

, B)
A policy , current pending obligations B
Output: return true B is weakly accountable.
1: sort the obligation list B according to the non-decreasing
order of end time of the obligations.
2: numEx 0
3: executed [1...n] false
4: T null
5: return solve0; ; B; T; numEx; executed
Input:

Algorithm 5 solveready;

; B; T; numEx; executed
The index ready , represents the index of the last obligation that is ready, a policy , obligation array B , multi-set
of end times T , total number of obligation executed so far
numEx , status of obligations executed .
Output: returns false if there is a counter example which ensures that B is not weakly accountable.
1: if numEx C SB S then
Input:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

return

true

ready  1
if T
null then
T:insertB i:end
ready ready  1; i i  1
while i B SB S and T:minValue C B i:start do
T .insert (B i:end)
ready
ready + 1; i
i1
for all j > 1; ready do
/* For B j  `u; a; oÑ; `s; eee, au; oÑ  is the policy
state obtained after the action */
if executed j 
false then
Ñ; a) then
if (§p > P : à p:condu; o
/* obligation B j  is currently authorized */
executed j  true
T:deleteB j :end
if
solveready; au; oÑ ;
B; T; numEx  1; executed then

i

return

false

executed j  false
T:insertB j :end
else
if

T:minValue C B j :end then
print counter example
return

return

false

true

behind the optimization is to partition the set of pending
obligations so that no two sets in the partition contain obligations that are mutually dependent. We then execute Algorithm 4 separately on each set in the partition.
We say two obligations are dependent on each other if one
of the obligations grants or revokes a role that the other
obligation uses (or might use according to the policy) (i.e.,
as a pre-condition or as part of a permission).
According to the de nition of dependence, we write b1  b2
if there is a dependency between obligation b1 and obligation b2 . We write  for the re exive transitive closure. As
 is also symmetric, this is an equivalence relation. We
say obligation set B1 and B2 are independent (B1 ~ B2 ) if
 b1 > B1 : b2 > B2 :b1  b2 .
§

§

Theorem 8. Let B1 ; B2  partition a pending set of obligations, B , such that B1 ~ B2 . There is a counter example
of weak accountability for the obligation set B1 or B2 or both
if and only if there is a counter example for B .

Even with this optimization, the special-purpose algorithm becomes impractical when it is applied to a set of
obligations that have a high degree of overlapping among
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Figure 1: Performance of incremental strong accountability algorithm
obligations that are also dependent on one another. In that
case, the optimization gains little advantage. Fortunately,
this circumstance seems to be quite rare in practice.
4.2 Model Checking Approach for Determining Weak Accountability
In this section, we describe an approach to determining
weak accountability by using model checking. For each input
problem instance, we construct an FSM (in the Cadence
input language) that non-deterministically generates valid
schedules looking for counter examples. (See [4] for more
details.) The FSM is divided in two modules:
The scheduler comprises two parts. The timer increments the system time when the end times of the remaining
obligations all exceed the current system time. The obligation selector nondeterministically selects one of the pending
obligations that is currently ready to be executed. An obligation b is ready at time t if it satis es t C b.start t B b:end.
The monitor receives an obligation b from the scheduler,
and checks whether it is authorized according to UA (i.e.,
it is a two dimensional array of boolean that represents the
current authorization state). If so, it records that this obligation has been ful lled by setting obl b 1 (obl is an array
of boolean that indicates for each obligation b whether it has
been performed). If b is an administrative action, the monitor changes UA accordingly. On the other hand, if b is not
authorized, this may or may not represent a counter example to weak accountability. If t @ b:end, weak accountability
can still be satis ed if b becomes authorized later, before the
end of its time interval. In this case, the monitor returns
control to the scheduler to select another obligation. However, if t b:end, the monitor sets aco 0 (aco is a boolean
variable that records whether a counter example has been
found), signaling that the system is not weakly accountable.
,

5. EVALUATION RESULTS
A central goal of our empirical evaluation is to determine
how practical it is to use the strong accountability algorithm
as a part of a reference monitor. This section presents results
of experiments designed to assess the adequacy of our algorithms and techniques with respect to performance. When a
discretionary action is attempted, the problem that a reference monitor must solve is to determine whether the action,
if permitted, would cause accountability to be violated. The
discretionary action could do this by changing the current
authorization state, causing new obligations to be incurred,
or both. It is the performance of using our techniques to
determine whether the discretionary action would lead to a
violation of accountability that we wish to evaluate. When
the determination must be made, there is an existing obli-

gation pool, which in general includes new obligations that
would be incurred if the discretionary action were permitted, and a current authorization state, which again re ects
the state that would result if the discretionary action were
carried out.
In our evaluation, we use a system with a moderate-size
policy and 1000 users. For this, we perform two sets of
experiments. The rst evaluates the eciency of the incremental algorithm. For an obligation set of size 100,000,
the algorithm runs in 25-30 milliseconds. The second experiment is done on the non-incremental algorithm. On the
same size input, it requires about 450 milliseconds. The
number of users and roles have little impact on the algorithms' execution times, and the e ect of the number of policy rules is roughly linear. Thus we conclude that when the
mini-ARBAC authorization system is used, our algorithm
for strong accountability provides adequate performance to
be incorporated into reference monitors for most applications.
Another goal is to determine the e ectiveness of all our
approaches to weak accountability. We nd that if the
obligations overlap little and have a low degree of mutual
dependence, the optimized special-purpose algorithm outperforms the model-checking approach; however, when obligations are clustered and have a high degree of mutual dependence, the model-checking approach tends to perform
better. We introduce a metric called the Degree of OVErlapping (DOVE) that is the number of pairs of overlapping
obligations, normalized with respect to the number of possible overlaps. Imagine a graph with nodes given by obligations and an edge connecting each pair of obligations that
overlap in time. The DOVE is the size of the edge set divided by the number of edges the graph would have if it
were complete.
All the experiments are performed using an Intel Core
2 Duo 2.0GHz computer with 2GB of memory running
Ubuntu 8.10. The algorithms for strong and weak accountability are implemented in C++ and built with gcc 4.2.4.

5.1

Evaluation of the Strong Accountability
Algorithm
To evaluate the strong accountability algorithms, we assumed 1000 users and used a handcrafted mini-ARBAC policy 0 summarized in table 2. To generate the obligations,
we handcrafted 6 strongly accountable sets of obligations
in which each set has 50 obligations. Each set has a di erent ratio of administrative to non-administrative obligations
(rat). We then replicated each set of obligations for di erent users to obtain the desired number of obligations. The
execution times shown are the average of 100 runs of each
experiment.
Figure 1 presents results for the incremental algorithm.
As we can see, the time required by the incremental algorithm grows roughly linearly in the number of obligations.
The impact of rat on the execution time of algorithm 1 arises
largely because the algorithm must inspect every obligation
following each administrative obligation.
In the experiments for the non-incremental algorithm
(SA), we found that the execution time (not shown) grows
roughly linearly with the size of the obligation set. As with
the incremental algorithm, a higher rat value leads to a
higher execution time.
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policy R O A CA CR
PA
C
Generated
50 50 50 60
60
250
10 By Hand
0
50 50 50 2500 2500 120,000 10 Random
1
27 12 37 37
38
1,200 4 By Hand
2

Table 2: Policies used in experiments. C represents
the number of roles in the pre-conditions of CA rules
n
100 300 700
MC 1.0 16.1 324.8
SP 0.006 0.025 1.42
OSP 0.002 0.003 0.016
(a) Time in seconds

DOVE
MC
SP
OSP

0.02
0.06
0.19
0.80
0.85
0.83
0.001 179.0
x
0.0006 0.0006 0.0006
(b) Time in seconds

Table 3: (a) Execution time of the MC, SP and OSP
approach vs. the number of obligations (n). (b) Execution time of the MC, SP and OSP approach vs.
DOVE.
5.2

Evaluation of the Weak Accountability
Approaches
In this section, we compare the performance of the specialpurpose algorithm (algorithm 4) (SP), the optimized specialpurpose (OSP) algorithm, and the model checking approach
(MC). We used two policies, 1 and 2 , summarized in table
2. (See [3] for the detailed policies.) To generate obligations, we used two algorithms, A1 and A2 . (See [3] for more
details.) A1 uses policy 1 to generate a random set of obligations for given values of DOVE, number of obligations
(n), and rat. A2 uses policy 2 and the parameters presented above, and generates obligations like in section 5.1.
In the experimental results presented in table 3 and 4, the
entry x means the approach was unable to terminate within
a reasonable time (60 minutes) for the input set.
Table 3 (a) shows the execution time vs. number of
obligation(n) for MC, SP and OSP. Obligations were generated by A1 using DOVE =0.002 and rat 5%. The execution time for MC grows rapidly with n, as this and the
number of users increases the size of the state space. On
the other hand, execution time of SP and OSP grows slowly
with n and OSP has a much better performance than SP.
Table 3 (b) shows execution time vs. DOVE for MC, SP
and OSP. We used 100 obligations generated by A2 with a
rat value of 20%. The execution time of MC and OSP are
not a ected by DOVE, whereas that of SP grows exponentially. We empirically determined that the value of DOVE
0.158 forms a threshold for SP beyond which it does not
perform adequately. Again, the execution time for the OSP
approach is much faster than the MC approach.
Table 4 (a) presents execution time vs. rat for all the
techniques using A2 where DOVE = 0.01 and n 500. The
rat a ects MC and SP techniques' execution time, whereas
the OSP does not seem to be a ected and has a speedup
of magnitude 25,000 compared to both MC and SP. In our
experiments, we used A2 to generate obligations for most of
our inputs, as it is dicult in practise to randomly generate
large sets of obligations that are weakly accountable.
In our experiments, we found problem instances where the
MC approach outperforms the OSP approach (viz., when the
obligations are clustered together and are dependent on each
other) and vice versa. We use this fact and introduce a hybrid approach. In this approach, we use the fact that strong
accountability implies weak accountability so we check if the

0% 10% 20%
MC 97.9 99.3 104.1
SP 91.1 92.8 96.8
OSP 0.004 0.004 0.005
(a) Time in seconds
rat

n

MC
SP
OSP
SA

103
104 3  104
1831.5
x
x
0.003 0.055 1.859
0.008 0.618 5.27
0.001 0.006 0.052
(b) Time in seconds

Table 4: (a) Execution time of the MC, SP, OSP
approach vs. di erent rat value. (b) Execution time
of the MC, SP, SA and OSP vs. n.

obligation set is strongly accountable. If not, then we perform some quick tests (presented in the appendix) which can
identify some of the problem instances that are de nitely not
weakly accountable. If the test is unable to decide the accountability query, then we compute two metrics: DOVE
and dependency; based on these metrics we choose whether
we use the MC or OSP approach. In case that both metrics are unsatis ed, we execute both approaches. If neither
of the approaches terminates within a speci ed amount of
time, we say that the problem instance can not be solved.

6.

RELATED WORK
Many obligation models have been proposed, ranging from
largely theoretical [10,13,18] to more practical [11,14,16,19,
25].
Minsky and Lockman [18] were the rst to suggest incorporating obligations into authorization models. They proposed a very broad model that includes concepts of positive obligations, negative obligations, deadline of obligations, obligations triggered by events, compensatory actions
for failed obligations, etc. The model is probably too abstract to be implemented in a real world system.
Nowadays, many policy languages can specify the assignment of obligations as part of the policy. Some of these
include XACML [27], EPAL [1], KAoS [26] and Ponder [9].
Bandara et al. [5] extended the model proposed by Irwin et
al. [13] for obligations in order to create more complex policy
rules. The language proposed is more expressive, yet the
strong accountability problem remains tractable.
Gama and Ferreira [11] presented an implementation of an
obligation model called Heimdall, which is based on policies
written in xSPL. Obligations are triggered by speci c events.
The model of Bettini et al. [7] associates obligations assigned with logic-programming style policy rules used to
prove each given authorization. Dougherty et al. [10] presented an abstract obligation model that relates a program
execution path with obligations. The model is very expressive and can handle both positive and negative obligations.
They also consider repeated obligations, penalties for violating an obligation and also states for obligations. They do
static analysis by using Buchi automata to answer questions
such as determining whether two obligations are contradictory or whether a run of the system ful lls a given obligation,
etc. Thus, their analysis work focuses on system obligations,
rather than on user obligations.
Ni et al. [19, 20] have created a concrete model for obligations based on PRBAC [21] that handles repeated obligations, pre and post obligations and conditional obligations.
They also presented two algorithms to analyze the dominance and in nite obligation cascading property. The problems we deal in our work are inherently di erent from those
they consider in their work.
May et al. [16] presented a formal model for legal privacy
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policies of HIPAA. They consider a basic model of obligations without considering many theoretical issues. They use
model checking to analyze properties with respect to some
xed policy rules. They do not give any experimental results
of the eciency of their approach to the problem.
Swarup et al. [25] presented a model for data sharing
agreements in which a set of obligation is considered as constraints. They also suggested using model checking to verify
some properties in their model, though they did not mention
any practical implementation.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm to decide
strong accountability eciently and two methods to decide
weak accountability. These are based on an obligation system that uses mini-ARBAC as its authorization system. We
have given experimental results that demonstrate that the
performance of the algorithm for strong accountability is
excellent and that show the methods for weak accountability are adequate for most medium-size problem instances.
This is despite our result that, even using the simple authorization model, mini-ARBAC, the weak accountability
problem is co-NP complete. Algorithm 1 and the specialpurpose weak accountability algorithm presented in section
4.1 can be extended to support administrative actions that
can modify PA, CA or CR and it does not e ect the time
complexity.
In section 2.4, we have discussed several open problems
that need to be addressed to support user obligations that
depend on and a ect authorizations. Notably, the current
contribution does not handle cascading obligations, neither
in the formalization of the problem, nor in deciding accountability in such systems. These problems are the subject of
active, ongoing work.
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Appendix: Properties for Hybrid Approach
1. We simulated the schedule in which each obligation is
executed at its end time. If under this schedule any
obligation is not authorized, the obligation set is not
weakly accountable. (The converse is not true because
other valid schedules may also provide counter examples.)
2. If some obligation b requires a user to be in a role r
and another obligation b that overlaps with b with
b:end B b :end and that revokes u the role, then the
set of obligations is not weakly accountable. (No third
obligation could restore the role, should b be executed
before b.) Similarly, if b requires the user not to occupy the role, and b grants it, the set is not weakly
accountable.

